
The +CityxChange vision is to enable the 
co-creation of the future we want to live 
in. This includes the development of a 
framework and supporting tools to enable 
a common energy supply market, suppor-
ted by a connected community.  This leads 
to recommendations for new policy 
intervention, market (de)regulation and 

business models that will deliver positive 
energy communities, integrating e-Mobili-
ty as a Service (eMaaS). The +CityxChange 
project is developing and deploying Positi-
ve Energy Blocks and Districts (PEB/PED) 
and scaling these out as part of the 
European Clean Energy Transition in cities.

cityxchange.eu

‘’Co-creating Positive Energy Districts, with Integrated Planning and 
Design, a Common Energy Market & CommunityxChange’’

info@cityxchange.eu @PlusCities

Prototype the Future
Test solutions before we implement 
them. Hard modelling and with 
citizents through beta projects.

Accelerate the Future
Create new top-down approaches from urban 
authorities and bottom up approaches through 
citizen engagement which, accelerates 
the adoption of positive energy 
blocks and districts.

Integrated 
Planning 
and Design
3D modelling and 
Decision Support 
Tools (DST).

CommunityxChange
Innovation Playground, Platfor(u)ms, 
Next Generation of Smart Citizen, 
PEB Champions etc.

PEB
Positive Energy 
Block/Distirct

Enable the Future
Create new innovations, tools, technologies, 
services etc. to enable the creation of positive 
energy blocks and districts.

Common Energy Market
Include RES, storage, energy 
management, blockchain, 
P2P energy trading, 
community grid, 
electric-vehicles, 
energy grid 
infrastructure.
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Co-creating the future
we want to live in
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Model (DP01)
Record data and provide integrated 
decision support to cities
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Vision (DP02)
Co-create a Bold City Vision, to Plan, 
Implement, Replicate and Scale-up
to Positive Energy Districts and Cities
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Engage (DP03)
Co-create Positive Energy Blocks
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Playground (DP05)
Accelerate change and disruptive
solutions through innovation
playgrounds

DPEB (DP06)
Create DPEBs through improved
energy performance and 
integration with the energy system

Flexibility market (DP10)
Enable a fair deal to all consumers
through a flexibility market

Invest (DP11)
Enable consumers to invest in their
buildings, which is critical to the
creation of a PEB
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Local trading (DP09)
Enable Peer-to-Peer trading within
the PEB
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EMaaS (DP08)
Integrate seamless e-mobility
within the PEB

Microgrids (DP07)
Balance and optimise energy in the
PEB through Microgrids

Regulatory zone (DP04)
Enable innovation through
regulation mechanisms
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Lighthouse Countries Follower Countries Other Partners

Estonia

Norway

Rep of 
Ireland

Spain

+CityxChange brings the 
two Lighthouse Cities 
Trondheim (NO) and 
Limerick (IE) together with 
their distinguished 
Follower Cities Alba Iulia 
(RO), Pisek (CZ), Võru (EE), 
Smolyan (BG) and Sestao 
(ES), to underline their 
ambition to achieve: 

sustainable urban 
ecosytems that have 
zero emissions;

establish a 100% 
renewable energy 
city-region by 2050.

Bulgaria

Romania

+CityxChange 
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

Czech Rep.


